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INTRODUCTION

The OECD groups 30 member countries in an organisation that, most importantly, provides governments a
setting in which to discuss, develop and perfect economic and social policy. They compare experiences,
seek answers to common problems and work to co-ordinate domestic and international policies that
increasingly in today’s globalised world must form a web of even practice across nations. Their exchanges
may lead to agreements to act in a formal way - for example, by establishing legally binding codes for free
flow of capital and services, agreements to crack down on bribery or to end subsidies for shipbuilding. But
more often, their discussion makes for better-informed work within their own governments on the
spectrum of public policy and clarifies the impact of national policies on the international community. And
it offers a chance to reflect and exchange perspectives with other countries similar to their own.

The OECD is an organisation of like-minded countries. OECD countries produce two thirds of the world’s
goods and services, but it is not an exclusive club. Essentially, membership is limited only by a country’s
commitment to a market economy and a pluralistic democracy. The core of original members has
expanded from Europe and North America to include Japan, Australia, New Zealand, Finland, Mexico, the
Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Korea. And there are many more contacts with the rest of the world
through programmes with countries in the former Soviet bloc, Asia, Latin America - contacts which, in
some cases, may lead to membership.

Exchanges between OECD governments flow from information and analysis provided by a Secretariat in
Paris. Parts of the OECD Secretariat collect data, monitor trends, analyse and forecast economic
developments, while others research social changes or evolving patterns in trade, environment, agriculture,
technology, taxation and more. This work, in areas that mirror the policy-making structures in ministries of
governments, is done in close consultation with policy-makers who will use the analysis, and it underpins
discussion by member countries when they meet in specialised committees of the OECD. Much of the
research and analysis is published.

The 1850 staff of the OECD Secretariat, in Paris, contribute directly or indirectly through their work to the
committees’ activities. The Secretariat has some 700 economists, scientists and legal and other specialists
who are divided up between a dozen or so Directorates that carry out all sorts of research and analysis on
substantive issues. The Secretariat’s main offices are in Paris, France, but there are also Information
Centres in Washington D.C., USA; Bonn, Germany; Tokyo, Japan and Mexico City, Mexico. Furthermore,
every Member country has a delegation to the OECD, in Paris.



ARTICLE 1.  SCOPE AND OBJECT OF CALL FOR TENDER

This Call for Tender is for insurance cover guaranteeing:

•  the OECD’s buildings;
•  assets;
•  civil liability.

ARTICLE 2.  TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF CALL FOR TENDER

2.1 Composition of the Call for Tender

The Call for Tender includes:

a) the Instructions to Tenderers;

b) the Technical Specifications (including Annexes).

2.2 Offers

All propositions in the response will be treated as contractually binding for the tenderer and the tenderer
shall consequently date and sign the Technical Specifications and its offer, as well as any document in
support (including its price proposal), and initial each page of each document.

2.3 Duration of tender validity

Tenders shall remain valid for 90 calendar days, as from the deadline for submission of tenders.

2.4 Additional information

Should any problems of interpretation arise in the course of drawing up the tender document, tenderers
may submit a written request for further information, at the address below, no later than 10 calendar days
before the deadline for the submission of tenders. All tenderers will be advised of the answers given to
such questions.

OECD
EXD/PCM
Virginie QUINTERNET
Call for Tender No. ICT/EXD/PCM (2001)1
2, rue André Pascal
75775 Paris Cedex 16.

virginie.quinternet@oecd.org

2.5 Acceptance and rejection of tenders

There is no commitment on the part of the OECD to accept any proposal or part thereof that is received in
response to the Call For Tender, nor shall there be any obligation to acquire all or part of the services
proposed.

The Organisation reserves the right to:



- accept non-substantive defects that might affect the presentation of tenders;

- reject tenders received after the deadline for submission of tenders, without penalty or
justification.

2.6 Modification or cancellation of the Call for Tender

The Organisation reserves the right to modify or cancel all or part of the Call for Tender without having to
justify its actions and without such action giving tenderers any right to compensation. Should the deadline
be changed, all of the rights and obligations of the Organisation and the candidates shall be governed by
the new deadline, notably Article 2.3 above.

2.7 Remuneration of tenders

No payment or reimbursement of expenses related to the preparation of any proposal will be made by the
Organisation.

2.8 Confidentiality

The call for tender and any further information furnished by the Organisation must be treated as
confidential and no other use is authorised, other than for the purpose of the call for tender. The
Organisation reserves the right to have all material returned at the end of the tender process.

2.9 Language

Whether forwarded in English or French, the authoritative language of this document is French.

ARTICLE 3.  PRESENTATION, SUBMISSION AND CONTENTS OF TENDERS

3.1 Tender presentation and conditions for submission

Tenders shall be entirely drafted in either English or French and shall be submitted in three (3) copies, in a
sealed envelope bearing the words “NE PAS OUVRIR par le service courrier --  AO No. 
ICT/EXD/PCM(2001)1 - Assurance”.

Tenders shall be submitted to:
OECD
EXD/PCM
attention of Mr. Rémi Cèbe, High-Level Procurement
2 rue André Pascal
75775 Paris cedex 16

before the deadline for the receipt of tenders in return for a signed receipt or, if sent by mail, shall be
submitted to the same address by registered mail with acknowledgement of receipt before the above
deadline for the receipt of tender OCDE/ICT/EXD/PCM(2001)1.

The deadline for submission of tenders is 6:00 p.m. (Paris time) on 17 December 2001.

Tenders which are received or whose formal acknowledgement of receipt is dated after the deadline for
receipt specified above, as well as those submitted in unsealed envelopes, may be rejected. Tenders
rejected on such grounds shall be returned to their senders.



No tender may be submitted by electronic mail or fax. Tenders submitted by electronic mail or fax will
be rejected, even if they have also been sent in paper format (hard copy).

3.2 Contents of the tender

a) A letter of application signed by the tenderer and specifying that all the elements of the offer are
contractually binding;

b) If the tender is submitted by a partnership, the letter of application must be signed by each of the
partners in that group to ensure their joint and several liability. In such cases, the tender must include a
letter from each of the partners stating their joint liability for the commitment entered into;

c) All certificates identifying the tenderer, including its name, legal nature, address, SIRET Number, date
founded, areas of activity and number of employees by country, financial information for the past three
years, professional insurance, and any other information that it may deem relevant;

d) All certificates identifying each of the partners within a partnership and the persons with power of
signature or the individuals and legal entities constituting the group submitting the tender;

e) Annual statement of certificates received or, failing that:

-- Tax certificates;
-- Social security certificates:

URSSAF;
Paid leave fund;
Unemployment fund.

f) Professional qualification certificates for the current year, providing proof of the ability of the candidate
and/or sub-contractors to provide the services involved;

g) An extract from the listing on the Trade Register and Companies Register (K or Kbis), which must be
less than 3 months old;

h) An affidavit certifying that the work will be performed by staff employed in accordance with the French
Labour Code;

i) A report describing similar operations conducted by the tenderer, or each of the partners in the case of a
partnership, and covering all the various areas concerned;

j) A methodological note explaining the reasons for expressing an interest in the Call for Tender and the
measures that will be taken by tenderers to ensure satisfactory performance of the contract.  This report
must include a description of the quality assurance organisation the tenderer undertakes to put in place for
the performance of the contract;

k) The references of the clients for which the candidate is providing similar services.

3.2.1 Financial conditions

Prices quoted must include everything necessary for the complete execution of an eventual contract, it
being understood that charges for items not identified in the proposal will be borne by the respondent, if
essential to the performance of the contract.



3.2.2 Hearings

The Organisation reserves the right to organise hearings and request the candidates to specify the content
of their offers.

ARTICLE 4.  SELECTION CRITERIA

The criteria for tender appraisal, in order of importance, are as follows:

•  Technical reliability of the tenderer, or of each of the partners in the case of a partnership, judged on
the basis of the tenderer’s and the partners’ experience in operations of comparable size and
complexity;

•  Proposed price for the services that are the subject of the Call for Tender;

•  Financial and managerial soundness of the tenderer, or of each of the partners in the case of a
partnership, judged on the basis of the accounting documents presented and the agreements between
the group’s partners;

•  The size and reputation of the tenderer or of each of the partners in the case of a partnership.

ARTICLE 5.  INFORMATION FOR TENDERERS

All tenderers will be informed of the decision taken on their tenders.

Read and approved

Done on

In

Signature by a person having the authority to conclude
(+ stamp)


